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Founded in 2009 ITALSENSOR SRL continuers work started by TEKEL and specialized in developing and 
manufacturing of wide range of angular and rotary encoders, from standard to completely customized version 
widely applied all over the world in various fields of industry such as textile, packaging, printing & paper, 
woodworking, plastic, medical, energy, building, military etc. 

In collaboration with Department of Robotics of the Polytechnic of Turin, Company is focused on continual 
improvement of its range of products offering the best solutions based on expectations of customers and 
ensuring outstanding reliability and long service life of products. Continuously investing in research and 
development ITALSENSOR SRL offers customized solutions from initial project planning and development to 
the completed product for different applications as well for toughest environment conditions, such as high shock 
and vibration, temperature fluctuations, wet and dirty operations etc. 

Well-known at the domestic market, ITALSENSOR has strong international orientation, exporting their products 
to more than 50 countries all over the world. Working over minutes company continues to strive for perfection 
developing superior quality products and providing customers with high level service and the most effective 
solutions in industrial automation.

ITALSENSOR SRL based i ts act iv i ty on 
consolidated and remarkable experience of 
historical italian brand TEKEL INSTRUMENTS. 

Tekel was one of the first Italian companies started 
manufacturing of incremental encoders and, 
consequently, single-turn and multi-turn absolute 
encoders in various executions, quickly becoming 
one of the leading company and point of reference 
in industrial automation. 

Company profile
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Main advantages
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The encoders developed by ITALSENSOR have been used for decades in industrial automation. ITALSENSOR 
enables to provide individual solutions using materials and degrees of protection suitable for use in various industries 
ensuring high standards of quality and reliability to the final customer with the security of a constant operation, without 
interruption in the production and maintenance of the quality of the products. 

HIGH QUALITY & RELIABILITY

EXPRESS PRODUCTION         

EQUIVALENT ENCODERS

CUSTOMIZED ENCODERS

developing and manufacturing encoders on individual requirements for various applications, as well for heavy-duty application (high shock and 
vibration, temperature fluctuations, wet and dirty operations etc.)

38 years’ experience in production of encoders, all products are entirely MADE IN ITALY according to the international standards.

Italsensor enables to manufacture encoders in 48 – 72 hours, decreasing machine downtime and losses caused by short and long duration 
stoppages.

manufacturing of equivalents of our competitors, completely interchangeable.



The modern lift systems require the use of devices capable of being mounted easily on 
winches engine reducing the mechanical coupling, from this perspective ITALSENSOR 
develops a wide range of hollow shaft transducers with standard diameters up to 44 
mm. The adaptation to diameters of the lower type is possible for most of the models 
developed through the adoption of bushes adaptation that can be inserted and removed 
quickly from the encoder by the end user.  

ITALSENSOR is able to develop customized solutions for larger diameters or to 
interconnect different systems or even for individual solutions as regards electrical and 
electronic systems.

Encoders for lift applications
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industrial elevators, platform

lift winch
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TS52 TSW80P TK50FRE TSM60P-SSI
NEW   

Optical incremental encoder 
Solid shaft

Optical incremental encoder   
Hollow through shaft

Optical incremental encoder  
Solid shaft

Optical absolute encoder  
Solid shaft

Compact encoder for general industrial applications. 
Particularly suitable for lifts and elevators.

Hollow through shaft encoder for general industrial 
applications. 
Particularly suitable applications of electric motors, 
the body and the plastic housing ensures a high 
immunity to interference on the output signals. 
Shaft diameters modifiable (or changeable) by the 
user through reducing bushes

Rugged encoder for heavy duty industrial 
applications.

Multiturn programmable absolute encoder for 
industrial applications

Body diameter (mm) 52 Body diameter (mm) 80 Body diameter (mm) 63.5 Body diametеr (mm) 58 (overall length less than 
65)

Flange square flange Mechanical assembly through antirotation pin 
(supplied with encoder)

FRE Flange REO F  Square Flange 
S  Flange Servo 
SG Servo Clip 

Resolution (PPR) 500, 1000, 2000 (other values on 
demand)

Resolution (PPR) 1024, 2048 (other resolution on 
demand)

2 - 5 - 10 - 20 - 25 - 30 - 32 - 36 - 40 - 50 - 60 - 64 - 72 -80 
- 88 - 90 - 100 - 120 - 125 - 127 - 128 - 150 - 162 -180 - 
183 - 200 - 240 - 250 - 254 - 256 - 300 - 314 - 360 -375 - 
390 - 400 - 500 - 512 - 576 - 600 - 625 - 635 - 720 -750 - 
800 - 900 - 1000 - 1024 - 1200 - 1250 - 1270 -1440 - 1500 
- 1800 - 2000 - 2048 - 2500 - 2540 - 2700 -3600 - 4096 - 
5000 - 9000

TURNS 
4096 
from 1 up to 4096 revolutions programmable 

STEPS 
8192 
from 2 to up 8192 steps/turn programmable 

Interface LD, LD2 Interface LD, LD2, PP2 Interface S, OC, P, OP, LD, LD2-5, LD2-11/30, 
PP2-5, PP2-11/30

Protection class 
K4 IP 64 (EN60529) 
K5 IP 65 (EN60529) 

Protection class 
K1 IP 55 (EN60529) 

Protection class 
K4 IP 64 (EN60529) 
K5 IP 65 (EN60529) 
K6 IP 66 (EN60529) 

Protection class 
K5 IP 65 (EN60529)

10 pins radial MIL connector (type “C”) Radial cable gland with cable 1 up to 6m long 7 and 10 poles MIL connector  
12 pins radial "contact" connector 
axial and radial cable up to 6 mt long 

12 pins radial connector 
"T" type connection 

NEW

Encoders for lift applications



Patented clamping systems ensure a stable coupling between the motor shaft and the 
shaft encoder reducing the run out of the device and then the possible measurement 
errors associated with vibrations present on the transducer resulting from a not perfect 
mechanical coupling. A particular series of incremental encoders TS58HS has been 
developed specifically for applications of electric motors and has a hollow shaft coupling 
with two contact zones unlike the traditional locking system which ensures the coupling 
spindle only in the area of the clamping collar. The high operating temperature range, the 
rear lock and patented mechanical clamping system combined with the versatility of the 
use of reducing bushes to make it compatible with various shaft diameters currently 
available, makes it suitable to be mounted directly in the engine compartment facilitating 
the operations for those who will do the installation of the same. 

Another solution proposed by ITALSENSOR, oriented mainly for the market of electric 
motors and in particular for the realization of low cost final solutions is represented by the 
series of encoders TSW80P, with its structure entirely made of insulating material 
interrupts the circulation of eddy current components that can be established between 
the motor shaft, and the mechanical group consisting of shaft and bearings of the 
encoder itself through the earth circuit In fact, this is one of the main causes that lead to 
bearing failure and subsequent damage to the transducer EDM. The insulated body and 
the dual-bearing mechanical structure printed in the body ensures the accuracy in 
reading as in the conventional encoder at the same time obviating the problems 
described above and thus contributing to increase the efficiency and overall reliability of 
the system.

Encoders for motor feedback
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electrical motors



Encoders for motor feedback
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TSWP58 TSW80P TS58HS TKM73
Optical incremental encoder 

 Blind shaft
Optical incremental encoder   

Hollow through shaft
Optical incremental encoder   

Hollow through shaft
Encoder with integrated coupling  

for servo motors

Particularly compact incremental optical encoder 
with locking collet and integrated coupling for 
mounting clearance compensation. 
Typical application is a motor control systems where 
the assembly of transducer must be particularly 
compact, the mounting system allows fixing of 
transducer on a shaft measurement acting on a 
simple screw. 

Hollow through shaft encoder for general industrial 
applications. 
Particularly suitable applications of electric motors, 
the body and the plastic housing ensures a high 
immunity to interference on the output signals. 
Shaft diameters modifiable (or changeable) by the 
user through reducing bushes

Hollow shaft encoder for heavy duty industrial 
applications 
Particularly suitable applications of electric motors 
and for use at high temperatures. 
Shaft diameters modifiable (or changeable) by the 
user through reducing bushes.

Heavy duty incremental encoder with integrated 
coupling and mounting bell for generic industrial 
applications.

Body diameter (mm) 58 Body diameter (mm) 80 Body diameter (mm) 58 Body diameter (mm) 74

Fixing of the body on equipment is executed by 
three brackets (BSF50) supplied with the encoder.

Mechanical assembly through antirotation pin 
(supplied with encoder)

Mechanical assembly fixing through slot 
antirotation or antirotation 
springs (available in different versions)

Resolution (PPR) - 1000 - 1024 - 1800 - 2000 - 
2048 - 3600 -4000 - 4096 (others on demand)

Resolution (PPR) 1024, 2048 (other resolution on 
demand)

Resolution (PPR) max 5000 Resolution (PPR) max 3600, other resolution on 
demand

Interface; S; OC; PP2; LD; LD2 Interface LD, LD2, PP2 Interface LD2, PP2 Interface LD, LD2, PP2, OC, OP, NPN, PNP, S

Protection class 
K5 IP65 (EN60529) 

Protection class 
K1 IP 55 (EN60529) 

Protection class 
K4 IP 64 (EN60529) 
K5 IP 65 (EN60529) 

Protection class 
K1 IP 55 (EN60529) 
K4 IP 64 (EN60529) 

12 pins radial “contact” connector (CWW) Radial cable gland with cable 1 up to 6m long all-purpose cable (axial and radial) with cable from 1 
up to 6m long

7 and 10 poles MIL connector  
12 pins radial "contact" connector 
axial and radial cable up to 6 mt long

NEW



Encoders for industries
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With the increase of economic development and commercial 
transactions the packaging industry has undergone a significant boost 
in recent years. The demand for devices that can meet the most varied 
demands brought Italsensor to develop customized solutions for 
various clients alongside traditional solutions.  

The quality of products and the guarantee of a manufacturing 
controlled at 100% from the start of production (raw materials) until 
shipment to the customer (finished product) ensures the highest 
reliability, an important factor for systems that must run on a 
continuous seven days a week twenty four hours a day every day of 
the year. Currently Italsensor transducers have lifetimes of over 10 
years, contributing to reduce the time associated with downtime.

Packaging

Bottling

FOOD INDUSTRY 
The conditions of using the incremental and absolute encoders in the food industry, with 
particular reference to hygienic conditions, require the use of materials and degrees of 
protection suitable and in compliance with current regulations, Italsensor is able to 
produce transducers in accordance with these specifications, and in particular can 
customize in a relatively short time very specific solutions for the final customer.
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TISP58 TS40 TS58 TKTE
PROGRAMMABLE 

from 1 up to 65536 ppr 

Optical incremental encoder

Optical incremental encoder   
Solid shaft 

Optical incremental encoder   
Solid shaft

Optical single turn absolute encoder  
Solid shaft

Incremental resolution: user-programmable from 1 
up to 65536 PPR 
Counting direction: can be set by user 
Zero pulse: the position can be defined by the user    
through a pushbutton on the encoder housing 
Output voltage: selectable by user 
Encoder programming: by means of the classical 
RS232 serial port or simple USB to RS232 adapter 
(no need for custom expensive adapters) 
Device diagnostics through signaling led on the 
encoder housing

Low-cost encoder for general industrial applications. Low-cost encoder for general industrial applications, 
particularly suitable for packaging industry by 
reducing costs of production and maximizing 
package functionality.The quality of product and the 
guarantee of completely controlled manufacturing 
process ensure the highest reliability significantly 
reducing downtime – the very important factor for 
continuous production process.

Single-turn absolute encoder with an extremely 
compact design 50 mm diameter and max. 
resolution 13 bit represents a good compromise 
between price and performance (low-cost version), 
suitable for heavy- duty and generic industrial 
applications ((aluminum body and housing). 
Available also in programmable version (resolution, 
type of output code, optional inputs. Customizable in 
mechanical structures of shaft, flange mounting, 
connection and electronics such as code generation 
output with structure different from the standard, 
customized firmware upon customer request even 
for small quantities.

Body diameter (mm) 58 Body diameter (mm) 40 Body diameter (mm) 58 Body diameter (mm) 50

Available with different mechanical setup (solid 
shaft, blind shaft, through hole shaft)

SG Servo-Clip 
HL Flange HL 

Flange square flange, servo standard, servo-clip, 
FRE (REO444)

Resolution (PPR) max 65536 Resolution (PPR) max 1000 Resolution (PPR) max 5000 Resolution (PPR) max 512

Interface; PP2; LD2 Interface LD, LD2, PP2, NPN, PNP Interface LD, LD2, PP2, NPN, PNP Interface OC,OP,NPN,PNP and synchronous serial 
interface SSI.

Protection class 
K4 IP 64 (EN60529) (F1-F2-F3-SG1-SG2-SG3-S1-S2-FRE) 
K5 IP 65 (EN60529) (F1-F3-SG1-S1-FRE) 
K6 IP 66 (EN60529) (F1-F3-SG1-S1-FRE) 

Protection class  
K4 IP 64 (EN60529) 

Protection class 
K4 IP 64 (EN60529) (F1-F2-F3-SG1-SG2-SG3-S1-S2-FRE) 
K5 IP 65 (EN60529) (F1-F3-SG1-S1-FRE) 
K6 IP 66 (EN60529) (F1-F3-SG1-S1-FRE) 

Protection class 
K4 IP 64 (EN60529) 
K6 IP 66 (EN60529) 

12 pins radial “contact” connector.  
Other connection types on request. 

Radial cable gland with cable 1 up to 6m long Radial MIL connector 7/10/12 poles, 
radial cable gland with cable 1 up to 6m long 

Radial and axial cable gland with cable 1 up to 6m 
long 

NEW

Encoders for industries



Encoders for industries
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Ceramic Woodworking

The increasing demand from the market has led to the development of increasingly 
complex machines and plants that can perform multiple machining operations. 
ITALSENSOR is able to provide solutions using materials and degrees of protection 
suitable for use in these industries ensuring high standards of quality and reliability to 
the final customer with the security of a constant operation, without interruption in the 
production and maintenance of the quality of the product. 
The development of special machines requires the adoption of transducers that are 
able to work in hostile environments from the mechanical point of view for the 
presence of vibrations and the presence of dust and liquids that may invest the 
transducer. The models of encoders used may be of the incremental type for 
controlling the drive speed of the laminate or the absolute type for the realization of 
cuts and machining on the rough wooden planks. In order to facilitate the installation 
and instrumentation in the measurement axes Italsensor encoders can be equipped 
with wheels metrics sizes and different materials according to the type of material on 
which the measurement must be carried. The use of the metric wheel allows to detect 
in a continuous and precise position or the scrolling speed of the raw material directly 
in the point of interest.

          

TK50 TKW615
Optical incremental encoder 

Solid shaft
Optical incremental encoder   

Blind shaft

Rugged encoder for heavy duty industrial 
applications.

Particularly suitable for woodworking industry and 
has been developed for controlling the drive speed 
of the laminate and is able to work in hostile 
environments, ex vibrations, dust and liquids that 
may invest the transducer. 

Body diameter (mm) 63.5 Body diameter (mm) 63.5

Flange square flange, servo standard, servo-clip, 
FRE (REO444)

Mechanical assembly standard with grub screw or 
with collar

Resolution (PPR) max 9000 Resolution (PPR) max 5000

Interface LD, LD2, PP2, NPN, PNP Interface LD,LD2,PP2,NPN,PNP

Protection class 
K4 IP 64 (EN60529) 
K5 IP 65 (EN60529) 
K6 IP 66 (EN60529) 

Protection class 
K1 IP 55 (EN60529) 
K4 IP 64 (EN60529) 

7 and 10 poles MIL connector  
12 pins radial "contact" connector 
axial and radial cable up to 6 mt long

7 and 10 poles MIL connector  
axial and radial cable up to 6 mt long



Customized encoders 
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MEDICAL 

Encoder developed and manufactured for MRI mobile bed scanner (magnetic resonance) 
made of non-conductive magnetic materials to prevent any type of interaction with the main 
magnetic field of the MRI scanner. The body of the encoder and the housing are made in 
aluminum. It is possible to customize the size of the encoder to adapt it for each application, 
from the smallest size commonly used in automation industry standard forma

MRI scanner

Testing equipment

Radar, antennas TELECOMMUNICATIONS, VISION SYSTEMS 

The positioning of the radar or of the antennas requires that the transducer is capable of 
operating in a continuous manner. The position information of the encoder is used to define 
and control at any instant the positioning of the antenna or aiming system to which the 
encoder is connected. From that we understand the importance of the accuracy and 
repeatability that transducer must have. ITALSENSOR incremental and programmable 
absolute encoders are normally used on position control systems of the radar mounted on 
boats using materials and specific solutions for particularly aggressive environments such as 
saline environment.

TESTING & MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENTS 

Incremental or absolute encoders are used in testing machines to determine the position of 
the measurement head in relation to the device under test (it may concern about 
displacement or angle measurement). Applications can be about electronic altimeters or 
motorized machines for material testing or more in general for machine used for physical 
properties testing (e.g. pendulum impact testing machine), electronic theodolites and laser 
scanner the encoders are used to determine the position into the azimuth space of the 
measurement head. Other applications are about 3D measurements system by means of 
mechanical arm used from human operator, into each arm joint there is a encoder, these 
systems are widely used for reverse engineering or prototypes measurement or checking on 
final products.



Customized encoders 

          

TKW315 TK20 TSW58
Optical incremental encoder 

Blind shaft
Optical incremental encoder   

Solid shaft
Optical incremental encoder 

Blind shaft

Low-cost blind shaft encoder (with grub screw 
or with collar) for general industrial applications.

Miniature encoder for general industrial 
applications. 

Low cost incremental encoder for generic 
industrial application, with a standard size of 58 
mm and a lot of connection interface is the best 
choice for the final user for the maximum free 
on the mechanical design (shaft diameter is 
user changeable by using our reducing 
bushing) and electrical interfacing (universal 
power supply from 5 to 30 V.

Body diameter (mm) 38 Body diameter (mm) 44 Body diameter (mm) 58

S Flange standard 
SP Special flange 

Mechanical assembly with antirotational 
spring

Resolution (PPR) max 3600 Resolution (PPR) max 3600 Resolution (PPR) max 5000

Interface LD, LD2, PP2, OC, OP, NPN, PNP Interface LD, LD2, PP2, NPN, PNP Interface LD2, PP2

Protection class 
K1 IP 55 (EN60529) 

Protection class 
K4 IP 64 (EN60529) 
K5 IP 65 (EN60529) 
K6 IP 66 (EN60529) 

Protection class (EN60529) up to K5

only cap radial cable gland whit cable from 1 up 
to 6m

plastic axial and radial cable gland with cable 
from 1 up to 6m long

radial cable gland with cable 1 up to 6m long 
radial MIL connector 7/10 poles 
12 pins radial “contact” connector
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NATO

Fruitful cooperation between Omron Italy and Italsensor have brought numerous successful solutions of 
customized encoders widely applied in major areas of industrial automation, TS40, TS58, TSM60P items among 
the most popular. 

OMRON

Customized encoder developed for surface to air defense systems.  In order to meet the requirements of harsh 
environmental conditions the encoder is designed to withstand a wide range of temperatures and is highly robust 
against disturbances like vibration and mechanical shocks. 

Successful projects

We provide customers with what they need!

PHILIPS
Customized encoder for MRI system designed and supplied to well known company - leader in the field of 
healthcare equipment. Encoder for MRI scanner made of non-conductive, magnetic materials to avoid any type of 
interaction with the magnetic field of scanner.



Programmable Encoder
NEW

 20
15

from 1 to 65536 ppr.

TISP581 
Optical incremental programmable encoder – Solid shaft/hollow through shaft/blind shaft 

Body diameter (mm) 58 
Flange square flange, servo standard, servo-clip, FRE (REO444) 
Diameter shaft (mm) 6, 8, 9.52, 10, 11, 11R 
Resolution (PPR) max 65536 
Interface LD2, PP2 

MAIN FEATURES:  
- Incremental resolution: user-programmable from 1 up to 65536 PPR 
- Counting direction: can be set by user 
- Zero pulse: the position can be defined by the user through a pushbutton on the encoder 
housing 
- Output voltage: selectable by user 
- Encoder programming: by means of the classical RS232 serial port or simple USB to 
RS232 adapter (no need for custom expensive adapters) 
- Available with different mechanical setup (solid shaft, blind shaft, through hole shaft) 
- Device diagnostics through signaling led on the encoder housing 

MAIN ADVANTAGES: 
- Warehouse optimization - Ideal solution for different applications that require one single 
encoder model means one mechanical setup with different resolutions. 
- Lead times reduction - greater timeliness in maintenance services with a costs related 
reduction) 
- Costs reduction for downtime – time to configure the encoder up to your needs, have a 
single model for different applications. 
- Easiest procedure for setting the zero set for the equipment – zero pulse position can be 
set directly by the user.
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Contact us
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Italsensor s.r.l. 

Registered/Operational Headquarters: 

street Ferrua, n.1 
Z.I. “La Porporata” 

10064 Pinerolo (TO) – ITALY 

Phone: 0039 0121 502292 
Phone: 0039 0121 025113 
Mobile: 0039 345 3078907 
Fax : 0039 0121 500298 

E-mail: info@italsensor.com 

mailto:info@italsensor.com

